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Abstract. We live and have made a world too artificial; obviously forgetting the natural, creating a series of serious
imbalances in our behavior; such as, individualism, greed, arrogance, prepotency among many others.
We all talk about pollution and global warming and it seems that it is only a fad, since our behavior is indifferent to
the phenomenon and we continue to enjoy technological progress with its facilitators, the concentration in large cities,
with artificial environments both physical and emotional, exacerbating individualism and ill us mentally, in such a way
that greed, arrogance, corruption and dishonesty have permeated all social and economic levels. We have confused and
mistakenly mixed, social level with economic level. There are people with a low economic level who are socially
admirable; on the other hand, there are also people with very high economic level and deplorable social level.
Positive formative education, as well as positive instructional education, are indispensable for sustainable
development according to Anthropoecology.
Agriculture as an indispensable means of life has taken second place in the priorities of sustainable development. It
seems that today it is more important to make a coin than to produce a fruit.
Keywords: artificial, natural, behavior, avarice, arrogance, pollution, global warming, facilitators, corruption, social
level, economic level, deplorable, education, agriculture.
THE CRISIS OF LIBERALISM ACCORDING TO DUGIN
“Aleksandr G. Dugin; “The most dangerous and bleak philosopher in the world”?
“What Alexander Dugin believes is that there have been three political theories that impacted the world: liberalism,
communism and fascism. The United States is the leading country in "liberalism", which broadly "offers" individual
freedom to people. After World War II, liberalism surpassed fascism and later, in the Cold War, communism. However,
Dugin defends that liberalism is having a fatal crisis”.
“For the philosopher, this crisis is expressed as the liberation of the body from reason and oppression of the brain.
As indicated, liberalism began to move people away from any form of collective identity, first national identity, then
religious identity and now gender identity”.
"For Dugin, the acceptance of the LGBT community is to attempt against the thinking of the individuals themselves,
by allowing people to free themselves from the collective identity that corresponds to them".
“The fourth political theory: anti-progress. Dugin created the fourth political theory to accompany the
aforementioned political theories. It is a theory that unites anti-liberal ideologies and seeks to counteract the progress of
today's world”.
"The theory is not based on individualism, race or nationality, but is based partially on the theory of the German
philosopher Martin Heidegger (one of the brightest minds of the twentieth century who unfortunately was a Nazi
sympathizer) and seeks to save the human being from the technology that dehumanized societies”.
“To eliminate neoliberalism, the world should have a multipolar division of power, instead of a potential country
like the United States. According to Dugin, this multipolar world will give people a sense of identity”.1 Remarks:
Respectfully, it could be said, it is not "counteracting current progress" or "technology that dehumanized societies";
if not, the way we handle current progress. It is managed for the benefit of a few through political/economic/military
terrorism; that, for reasons unknown, undefined or that we do not want to defined, some get mentally ill of avarice and
absolute power. It seems that there is no one who wants to discuss the issue of mental illness from the point of view of
Anthropoecology.
ASPECTS AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OF AN INTERNATIONAL TREATY
Only a few aspects and examples of the many implied by a treaty of these dimensions are mentioned here; but, if the
treaty only remains at the macroeconomic level, a few rich and millions of poor will be generated.
In the current treaties (2019 AD) both parties try to get the best slice, being obvious that the strongest will win.
Only with a positive attitude and good will, everyone will win. A popular saying says: "Not even winning a quarrel
is good".
"Together we know everything"2
Unmanifest phenomenon; although perhaps, it has been observed many times: the avaricious and corrupt tend to
come together to defend their interests and increase their fortunes, at the expense of people of good will, whom they
qualify as fools. And as they said, Edmund Burke and Mahatma Gandhi.
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"For evil to triumph, it is only necessary that the good do nothing". 3
"The most atrocious thing about the bad things of the bad people is the silence of good people". 4
Respectfully, these statements by Mr. Burke and Mr. Gandhi are not completely fair; since evil is caused by the
mentally ill and when the good do something in a peaceful way, they get killed (Gandhi knew very well) and when it
reaches the extreme, revolutions or wars begin.
For evil not to triumph, it is necessary to heal mentally.
Definition of Anthropoecology: It is the dynamic balance in the animal, intellectual, social, cultural, spiritual, moral,
ethical, economic and political aspects of the human being in conjunction with the environment in which it lives.
WHAT TO DO? The solution is not to attack the avaricious and corrupt. It is not necessary to invent anything new,
just returning to our natural roots and healing mentally, from the point of view of Anthropoecology. This does not imply
living in indigence, there will be and there must be leaders who are well rewarded for their work, as indigents that the
work does not interest them, nor perhaps their own well-being.
The premises of Anthropoecology are, honesty and healing mentally. Its nerve part is mental fixations and
mental illnesses.
The risks of international trade and cooperation treaties, is that the production of agricultural and manufactured
products is concentrated in a few hands and in turn, the concentration of food and grains in huge warehouses, leads to the
generation of various pests such as moths or fungi, degrading stored food and propagating these pests to other
environments more favorable for uncontrolled proliferation, an aspect of which there are already examples worldwide.
A perverse treaty, eliminates small producers and large commercial chains, eliminates small convenience stores
(family stores), randomly distributed in the population. Or, that there will be a hoarding of this type of shops and services
controlled by the political-economic class; such as: taxis, ride service or souvenir stand in tourist areas and convenience
stores, etc. instead of the locals being the providers of those services. A survey would show the reality in each locality.
Tourism itself is a superfluous activity for a privileged few and high risk when the market is manipulated.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF NEOLIBERALISM TRIUNFIES TODAY?
Do liberals know what they are really looking for, or do they just want to be more and more and infinitely rich
and absolute power?
Assuming that liberals or neo-liberals and oligarchists, achieve tomorrow (never to come; historically, all empires
have disappeared before they succeed) their goal of absolute power, with millions of slaves at their service and certainly
millions of dead that would no longer matter. WHAT WILL THEY DO?
Kill one others to see who is number 1?
As in the (historical) novel "The Kingmaker's Daughter",5 who throughout the novel hate and kill each other to make
their reign bigger and be a more powerful king. And after centuries, absolutely everyone is dead.
From Anthropoecology’s point of view, this will lead to total self-destruction in a matter of years by some mentally
ill people who only see one direction, and by many bunkers they have; with a longer agony, they will perish.
"APPROACHES TO THE FOURTH POLITICAL THEORY FROM AMERICAN LIBERALISM"
"Fortunately, or unfortunately, Colombia has shown since its foundation a strong affiliation to the ideas of classical
liberalism that spread throughout the world, through that wonderful phenomenon they call" enlightenment".
“So we live in a Country, by definition of political philosophy, liberal. The left and right are sheltered by the same
principles that arose in the wake of the Jacobin madness and a few Girondins. Those who act as conservatives oppose
reforms today to defend them tomorrow and prevent them from being reformed again, they only retain very poor and
vague ideas of what conservatism is”.
“Communism failed as a system because of its inefficient and idyllic materialistic interpretation of Hegel, faced with
considerable economic consequences. Fascism also failed, albeit prematurely, for expansionist cravings that also found
their roots in progressive interpretations and unnecessary industrialism in Hegelian postulates. Victorious like this,
liberalism rose again over any other theory that sought to ignore the republican, democratic and enlightened values that
it has proclaimed since its inception”.
“??? This is how I find myself facing the possibility of promoting a Fourth Political Theory that serves to respond to
the moral, cultural, social, economic and values crisis that the West is going through today, but specifically, Colombia???
/”.
"Thinkers like Alexandr Dugin or Alain de Benoist have raised the idea of a Theory that moves away from globalism
and only shares the essentials".6 Remark:
One more case of neoliberal invasion in Latin America.
REVERSING THE LIBERAL AND UNIPOLAR SYSTEM OF THE WEST
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The Eurasian Economic Union UEE, is perhaps the only hope of reversing the liberal and unipolar system of the
West and Europe whose leaders are identified; that there is at least one region of the world where you can have peace,
well-being and certainty; however, it seems that the concepts of pollution, corruption, avarice, as well as positive formative
education and positive and sustainable instructional education, sustainable development, do not appear clearly in the EUE
conformation documents; nor do the anti-drug or anti-corruption campaigns.
Review the programming of television stations throughout the region, since children are taught to violence at the
cartoons, increasing in schools in the form of bullying. In some cartoons there are fights of pseudohuman beings fighting
to death. The associations of defense of the animals seem to not observe what happens where “humans” make animaloids
death fight against animaloids (deformed beings without meaning).
DOCUMENTARY FILM:
"The best documentary you'll see, Ten billion."
Stephen Emmott an Oxford film production, a Petter Webber film.
“If in the year 2080, an asteroid was to hit the earth, governments around the world would launch an unprecedented
planetary mobilization. We are more or less in that situation, only that there is no precise date and there is no asteroid,
the problem is we, TEN THOUSAND MILLION”.7
"The Earth has enough to meet everyone's needs, but not the ambition (avarice) of a few". 8
Remarks:
From the point of view of Anthropoecology, the problem will not be ten billion; if not, the mentally ill who want to
take over the world; today, and as has happened since time immemorial, empire after empire. The world has resources to
feed more than ten thousand million. Where resources are most wasted, are in having thousands of weapons, ships and
airplanes on constant alert to “defend themselves” anywhere in the world; But there are not enough plane tankers to put
out the Amazon fires, nor the will to do so (2019 AD).
The solution is not in defending oneself; if not, in healing mentally so as not to attack people of good will who only
think about their family and work day by day, unfortunately those people are being contaminated by the stupid media
programs.
Another source of great waste of resources is programmed obsolescence, this is a perverse attitude motivated by
excessive avarice.
DOCUMENTARY FILM:
“Made not to last, (buy, throw, buy)”
BY: Arte France, Spanish Television, Televisió de Catalunya. Script and realization Cosima Dannoritzer. Coproduction: ARTICLE Z, MADIA 3.14
Bernard London, “creator of the obsolescence program in New York in 1933”.
Marcus Krajewiski of the Bauhaus University of Weimar; he says: “in 1923 the first world poster for planned
obsolescence was created”.
Boris Knuf, industrial designer, says: "Without the planned obsolescence there would be no factories". And he
lectures on this subject”.
Brooks Stevens of Design Associates, promoter of attractive designs, says: "That the decision is from the buyer".
In Russia, in 1950, there was no planned obsolescence, according to this documentary.8
Remarks:
How many products are in this condition? In addition to complex designs that are difficult to repair, from household
items to cars. The current management or policy is not to produce nor distribute spare parts for a large number of products,
repair being as costly as buying a new one. Finishing in the garbage a product with up to 90% or more on cost of useful
parts.
So the design and manufacturing must be changed, so that the items are repairable to the fullest.
Unfortunately, this attitude of using and throwing has permeated all levels of society. Under this premise, factories
are in a dynamic of producing by producing, causing more and more waste.
Making products with more life, use and repair, involves changing the pace of production and this may require more
time than it took us to the current chaos. Producing items and their parts would lead to fewer people in factories and more
people in all other fields of work, including agriculture. With this policy, any thrown piece could be reused, even for
recycling; Today, everything is garbage in the minds of the vast majority of people, becoming pollution.
Critics of the decline say: "This will lead us to the stone age", a false statement from the point of view of
Anthropoecology.
In the meetings of international organizations when talking about climate change or pollution, very well prepared
speeches are heard demagogic, but nobody talks about the attitude of the human being and his mental illnesses like avarice,
corruption, arrogance, prepotency etc.
With this concept of programmed obsolescence, ethics and consequently sustainable development are lost.
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SERGE LATOUCHE; He says:
"The current crisis is not just an economic crisis, but a crisis of civilization".
He goes on to say: "The current capitalist system whose neoliberal" religion "has a God: growth for growth to
maximize the benefits of capital". "The word" decrease "is, and that was intended when used, a semantic bomb. It emerges
as a response to the slogan of “sustainable growth” launched by the world's leading minorities. This concept was coined
by The World Club for Sustainable Development, which is supported by the biggest ecological criminals on the planet
(Monsanto, Nestlé…)”
“And society has fallen into that semantic trap, that of sustainable development, that of sustainable growth
(contradictory terms in themselves, given the limited nature of the resources that we can dispose of humanity on a finite
planet such as Earth)” We must say NO, to growth for growth”.
Why is that change necessary?
“Because the current model of society is not sustainable. And because in that society, despite, or better, thanks to
frugality, we would live better”.
“According to some scientists, we are attending the SIXTH EXTINCTION”.
“And now we find the worst, the biggest, the cruelest, the most atrocious, and the most Machiavellian of the paradoxes
(which not even Unamuno, a genius of the paradoxes, would have been able to imagine): A GROWTH SOCIETY
WITHOUT GROWTH, A CONSUMPTION SOCIETY WITHOUT CONSUMPTION. And this
forced and unforeseen decrease is not the same as the voluntary and planned decrease”.
“SELF-IMPOSED AUSTERITY IS NOT THE SAME AS THE FRUGALITY CHOSEN”.
“The VIRTUOUS CIRCLE must be activated: RE-EVALUATE; REVALUE; RECONCEPTUALIZE; REDISTRIBUTE; RE-USE; RE-LOCATE; RESTRUCTURE;
RECYCLE”.9 Remark:
The concept of "sustainable growth" is a trap and in itself has no limit; The right thing will be sustainable
development, because there can be development without growth, using the facilitators of technological advance properly
and measurably, making life more enjoyable, in each region of multipolarity or multiculturalism. And eliminated money
as a god.
“EURASIAN ECONOMIC COMMISSION ASSESSES PROSPECTS FOR INTRODUCING SINGLE EAEU
CURRENCY”
"Theme: Economics. Introducing a single currency within the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) is possible in
future, but its member states are not ready yet, Assistant
Minister in charge of Integration and Macroeconomics of the Eurasian Economic Commission (EEC) Fedor
Chernitsyn said, Russian News Agency TASS reported”.10 Remark:
The most conducive thing is for everyone to have their currency, establish control policies and support for the stability
of each country's currency. Thus each country will have autonomy and room for monetary maneuver. Money as a means
of exchanging goods and services is a good invention of man; but it has become the greatest evil, mentally ill human being.
RECIVILIZATION
To comply with the “theory of decrease”,11 many of the concepts listed in the Anthropoecology essay must be
followed, since recivilization is required; although perhaps we have never been civilized, respecting multipolarity,12
getting rid of our mental fixations, of excessive material wealth, relearning to respect each other and healing mentally.
This decrease must be a change of existential paradigms that can only be achieved with a positive and continuous formative
reeducation, without falling into deflation. This may take longer than it took to be in the critical situation we are in.
In manufactured products eliminate programmed obsolescence, design products with long life and repairable. This
requires re-educating all of us.
Detractors could say that this will generate more expensive products. Which is not necessarily true, in many products
only a small engineering change will be enough and mainly, a change in market policies. In the medium or long term this
may be attractive to increase the export of quality products. In second hand sales, it will have a low price, reasonable
useful life and still repairable.
Currently, (2019 AD) in product design, e.g. the car does not leave people with what people must control, generating
a sense of comfort and irresponsibility since the manufacturer must take responsibility for the functionality of the
“automatic” product, creating unnecessary conflicts between the consumer and the manufacturer.
A popular saying says: "the machines are not perfect or have no word" and it seems that the current human being
(2019 AD) either.
ASSOCIATIONS AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS
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The Associations: non-profit; established in most cases, by people of good will for social assistance to those most in
need and supported by many people, for the sole purpose of contributing.
On some occasions, the leaders turn it into a big business, seeing posteriori the economic benefit that it can achieve
with that slogan of "social help".
E.g. corruption of “non-profit” civil associations. Juan Sánchez, former executive director of Southwest Key, the
largest network of shelters for migrant children in the USA.13
Religions: as social systems to worship a good God and follow his precepts; that, even being defined by human
beings, if fulfilled, would lead the human being to the most sublime and humble brotherhood.
Unfortunately, reality through history shows us that they are used in some cases as means of manipulation for banal
purposes, in all unimaginable ways for the benefit of those who have religious, political, economic or all together power;
in general terms, since each one has its peculiarities. Two examples: the inquisition in the Catholic Church, a widely
known subject and according to the Torah, "women are inferior to men in everything".14
COLOSSAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE PAST AROUND THE WORLD
Where are the human beings who built these great works?
“E.g. The Pyramids of Giza in Egypt; Sacsayhuaman in Cuzco Peru; Machu Picchu, in Peru; Tiahuanaco with its
famous Puerta del Sol in Bolivia; The spheres in
Costa Rica; Teotihuacán in Mexico; Moais on Easter Island; Ollantaytambo in Peru; 15 The famous stone of the 12
angles, Inca culture that is part of a palace located on Hatun Rumiyoq Street 1, in the city of Cuzco, Peru; Angkor in the
north of Siemp Reap in Cambodia with the Ankor Wat temple; Stonehenge in England”. 16 Remarks:
They are hundreds or thousands of ancient constructions, which the current human being (2019 AD) has not been
able to deduce how they were built. The evidence is there and the very trite theories of primitive methods or advanced
technology by "aliens" that were used in its construction and the purpose of its use.
To these constructions some attribute thousands of years, others tens of thousands of years, hundreds of thousands of
years and the most daring millions of years. In short, nobody knows the truth.
In those of Tiahuanaco, Ollantaytambo, Sacsayhuaman they are attributed to the Incas, but there are versions that the
Incas said that when they arrived, "the constructions were already there".
Without a doubt this is extraordinary and mysterious. And the human beings who built them, WHERE ARE THEY?
WHY DID THEY DISAPPEAR?
Remark:
If they were empires; recorded history clearly shows us that empires have disappeared; perhaps, the internal struggle
for power and excessive greed, it leads them to forget why they were there and they just self-destruct. Today (2019 AD)
we are at the same risk.
THEORIES OF THE FALLS OF MAYAN EMPIRE, INCA AND EGYPTIAN Mayan Empire:
“A catastrophe capable of demolishing one city after another. Severe climate change condemned the disappearance
of the Mayan civilization. But they also indicate that, around 820 A.D., the region was devastated by 95 years of drought,
some of which lasted for decades”.17
Another theory about the Mayan Empire:
“In the decline of the Maya are overpopulation and migration, numerous wars, which could hinder their prosperity
and force them to abandon their lands, sociological and hydrological factors, relationships between the birth rate, food
availability and water scarcity”.18
The unknown causes of the fall of ancient Egypt:
“In the year 30 before our era, Cleopatra VII took his own life. With it the ancient history of ancient Egypt ended.
Several years of famine, internal instability and harassment of the Romans ended the remains of the empire of the
pharaohs. But it all started on the Nile. In the summer of 43, the river did not grow. Without the annual flood, there was
no harvest the following year to feed the people, fill the priests' granaries or pay taxes. Now a complex investigation
indicates that the beginning of the end could begin with a volcanic eruption far from there”.19 Remark:
And the Romans who destroyed the Egyptians. WHERE ARE THEY?
The fall of the Inka Empire:
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“The Spanish arrived in 1532, Francisco Pizarro in the Inca port of Tumbes. He took 110 infantrymen, 67 cavalries,
and a small cannon. Pizarro wanted gold and power and planned to get it by any means. Within a few weeks the small
body of
Pizarro's men had brought the powerful Inca empire to their knees”.20
EDUCATION
How formative education in the Eurasian cooperation treaty would be manage?
Will children learn to see children from other countries as allies or as competitors?
Dramatic example: Palestinian children and Israeli children, the evidence shows that they are educated with
hatred towards the other children.
The positive formative education from zero to six years is fundamental according to opinion of some psychologists;
however, primary formative and instructional education is essential for the child to learn to love nature and not only
material goods; At this stage, it is essential that the child learn to obey and be disciplined in his work.
A possible exercise is the cultivation and harvest of fruits, vegetables and cereals etc. throughout his primary
education.
Formative education must be complemented with experiences (camps) of life in the agricultural field, go to farms
during the school holidays and support tasks for 2 or 3 weeks and assess their attitude, rather than just swimming or sports
activities. And to the children of the country, take them to the city. The guide manual should show the qualities and
necessity of the existence of agricultural tasks, with their advantages and disadvantages in both cases. At the same time,
multipolarity or multiculturality must respect the uses and customs of each region.
There is no country that will not be multicultural and for “development reasons” government invade space or a group
is removed from its environment, social problems will occur.
Scientists have knowledge and ordinary people have wisdom.
Phenomena perhaps poorly attended: I was born a boy or I am a girl, this is only attended by psychology and civil
law; but the science about homosexuality is absent.
The woman broke free and became debauchery, just look at her daily way of dressing and her shameless nakedness
on the social network. And in his empowerment, she is emboldening herself, assaulting man and with the laws in his favor,
it is enough to say that she is or was harassed 30 years ago to damage a man's reputation. Even so, she alleges gender
equality, to apply when it suits her. Thus there is no existential balance and justice is misapplied.
Positive instructional education will lead the human being to sustainable development; To say positive, it implies that
there are educational programs with a social focus and no hidden curriculum.
BUSINESSMEN FOCUS AND POLITICIANS APPROACH
Entrepreneurs and politicians, how do they see the market, as a source of personal wealth, without social sense and
exploiting their workers or as a development opportunity for the small producer to achieve balanced self-sufficiency and
export properly planned and selected surpluses?
A factor of multipolarity would be to eliminate the exclusivities granted by the authorities in turn. E.g. Concessions
of the media, excessive exploitation of resources, copyright, patent rights, etc. This does not mean that the merit of the
achievement obtained will not be respected and compensated properly in each case.
WHO BENEFITS FROM EXPORTS AND IMPORTS?
Why is there so much enthusiasm in importing products that can be produce or made in the country?
If moving materials is an operation that only causes costs.
The import of products that can be made in the country may be due to politicaleconomic opportunism, damaging
small and large producers in the medium and long term, due to unfair competition.
If the product is not produced in the country, importing it will be an added benefit as long as affordable.
Mexico. Export of vehicles, their parts and accessories:
Export:
Motor vehicles, their parts and accessories. 68,272,675
Parts of Seats of the types used in motor vehicles. 5,094,895 Imports:
Motor vehicles, their parts and accessories. 15,556,875
Source: SAT, SE, BANXICO, INEGI. Commercial Balance of Goods of Mexico. Values in thousands of dollars.
10/24/2019.21 Remark:
Exports and imports of a product line that only take advantage of the labor exploitation of the weak country, in this
case.
Mexico. Exported Foods:
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Malt, fresh tomato and avocado beer are the three main “star” food products that Mexico exported in 2013, the
publication notes.2223 Remark:
Only that the production of these foods is concentrated in a few hands and does not imply a balanced development
of agriculture in the country, Mexico. Imported foods:
Mexico imports 50% of the food it consumes. He warned that first world countries such as the United States, Japan
and Russia only import 10 percent of the food they eat.24
Other foods imported to Mexico:
The most shipped foods from the United States to Mexico
1.- Corn. In 2016, Mexico bought 2,613 million dollars, for an average of 14 million tons, of these 12.5 were of yellow
corn, and 1.5 tons for white corn. ... 2.- Pork meat. ... 3.- Wheat. ... 4.- Powdered milk ... 5.- Chicken meat.24
Also import of: chicken meat, legs and thighs are pieces that are not consumed in the United States, and are highly
consumed in Mexico. The United States consumes more pieces such as breast and wing.25 Remark:
These imports are a political-economic opportunism, leaving the countryside and discouraging small producers.
Feeding should not be selective, that increases costs and excessive handling can contaminate the product. We are
very spoiled eaters.
BAD EDUCATED COMENSALS
Reeducate people especially in cities, not eat because it looks or taste good, know the nutritional value of food.
Positive publicity is essential, since in some cases they influence poor food education.
E.g. Bad behavior when eating a fruit; let's say an apple.
What do you do if it is little rotten or have a worm inside?
Many people simply throw it away, causing waste. Cut the rotten and consume the rest. If it has a worm; Share it, he
already ate enough. If it is very rotten, make it vinegar. NEVER THROW IT AWAY.
“EAEU TRADEMARK AGREEMENT TO BE SIGNED BY 2019 KABAR.KG”
“The Eurasian Economic Commission (EEC) has completed the domestic procedures necessary for signing the
Treaty on Trademarks, Service Marks and Appellations of Origin of Goods of the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU),
Director of the Business Development Department of the Eurasian Economic Commission (EEC) Galiya Dzholdybaeva
told at a press conference at TASS”.26 Remark:
In summary; any political system and any agreement, are good if its leaders are honest and respectful, that means
being mentally healthy. It will succeed for many centuries because goodwill and respect have no market value.
"Among individuals, as among nations, respect for the rights of others is peace".28
CONCLUSIONS
Having a world too artificial due to technological progress and a lot of ideological currents with senses, without
senses and contradictions, due to the "liberation of thought."
So much thinking nonsense, because as a whole (worldwide) we do not know where we are going, from the point of
view of Anthropoecology, we have become mentally ill and have completely forgotten about the house in which we live,
OUR WORLD.
The known history clearly shows us that the problems of the human being are due to avarice for material goods and
power, considering avarice in Anthropoecology as the major factor of mental illness. It is enough to see the tens or
hundreds of ancient ruins, some great ones left as mute testimonies of the failure of their existential continuity for reasons
still unknown and the most recent ones for reasons of conquest due to avarice and power of some mentally ill.
Human being has changed the political systems due to the “failure” of the current system and people support the
“new” system, until the new leaders become mentally ill with avarice and power and the system returns to “fail” with or
without counting on external interventions
Neither the reigns that later became empires (dictatorships), nor communism, nor socialism, nor fascism, nor
dictatorships, nor capitalism have failed; What has failed is human being, who mentally ill with avarice and power, the
leaders in turn have come to believe are the liberators of the world, demigods and even gods, believe themselves eternal,
totally losing the natural dimension of their existence
Alexandr Dugin's fourth political theory, with its main concept of multipolarity and multiculturalism, is a principle
that if it is carried out according to its precepts; I think not yet fully defined, it can lead us to a more balanced world, as
long as we do not get mentally ill.
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Seeing the experiences of history, the Eurasian Treaty, supported by the fourth political theory, with emphasis on
social justice, not excessive accumulation of material goods and political power in a person, should be planned to live for
centuries.
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